
I am Mario Ghioldi, I come from Sardinia and I love discovering new cultures and studying/talking about
International Development. In the last years, I tried to merge my two passions living and working in 8
cities coming from different parts of the globe: Oxford, Lima, Madrid/ Managua/ Rome/ New York City/
Warsaw. Thinking the importance of sharing values and ideas, I love working with people having
different cultures and expeirences. Beyond writing montly articles for the TDM's NL on International
Economy and development, I also attended different conferences as panellist on behalf of the Think
Tank.

I am currently working as Financial Advisor for Intesa Sanpaolo. In the last years, beyond an experience
inside Accenture Warsaw as Financial Analyst, I worked and cooperated with different diplomatic teams
in multilateral and bilateral sectors. Firstly, I joined the Permanent Mission of Italy to the UN during the
Italian Presidency of the UNSC, I worked twice for the Permanent Mission of El Salvador to the Rome
Agencies and I joined the Embassy of Italy in Nicaragua as intern and later as typist. In the end, I also
worked as volunteer in Lima’s slums.

I am currently enrolled in a PhD programme at the IBS Budapest, focusing my research on development
aids and democratic openess. In the last years I got different certificates and diploma on international
development coming from Harvard University, University of Geneve, University of Leiden and the United
Nations Schools of UNITAR and UNSSC. Moreover, I got two postgraduate diplomas on Human Rights
protection and the EU affairs released by the most relevant Italian schools of International Relations
(SIOI, ISPI). I graduated at the University of Siena, final score 110 cum laude.
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“A glimpse in the new Polish golden age: the IVth Industry Forum in Karpacz” 1/03/2019 -
DOI:10.48256/TDM2012_00080

“Il Warsaw Security Forum, il centro del dibattito sulla difesa europea” 16/12/2019 -
DOI:10.48256/TDM2012_00070

“The Warsaw Security Forum, a Unique Debate about European Security” 16/12/2019 -
DOI:10.48256/TDM2012_00069

“The EU, a winner or a loser of the US-China trade war?” 1/10/2019 -
DOI:10.48256/TDM2012_00053

“FAO to elect new Director General, a new phase of the Rome Agencies” 19/06/2019 -
DOI:10.48256/TDM2012_00044

“Conflicts and food security: a new old challenge for the United Nations”  23/04/2019 -
DOI:10.48256/TDM2012_00030

“Il Brasile e sua sfida (im)possibile: Bolsonaro” 19/12/2018 - DOI: 10.48256/TDM2012_00019

“Climate change, fragile states and peacebuilding: promoting a sustainable peace”
15/07/2020 - DOI: 10.48256/TDM2012_00119

“The impact of COVID-19 on SMEs: Which measures have been adopted by governments?” 
 31/05/2020 - DOI: 10.48256/TDM2012_00109

“Climate change and Humanitarian crises: a look at the vulnerabilit ies in developing areas” 
 31/05/2020 - DOI: 10.48256/TDM2012_00108

“How the COVID-19 is impacting the international trade an overview of the short-term effects for
the global economy” 30/04/2020 - DOI: 10.48256/TDM2012_00099
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